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ABSTRACTRESEARCH QUESTION
The thesis uses the dead hedge as a spatial instrument to imagine an alternative future of Loallmenningen. 
The aim of the proposal is to increase urban biodiversity, facilitate spaces of being together, and provide an 
alternative solution to the current development plan of the site. HEDGEHUGS experiments with structural 
elements and spaces informed by the dead hedge, which can be employed as catalysts for urban publics to 
emerge. The proposal employs some of these elements to form spaces for humans and other-than-humans 
in Loallmenningen, continuing the commons of Losæter farm. Maintenance, multi-species coexistence, 
unprogrammed public spaces, and waste materials are valued toward an alternative urbanism of the Oslo 
harbourside. 

Dead hedges are the antithesis to decorative hedges. They are not quite hedgerows; not quite compost 
piles; not quite land art. And that’s the beauty of them. They are at the margins of landscape hegemony. 
HEDGEHUGS explores the incorporation of dead hedges into urban realms for human and other-than-
human coexistence.

Dead hedges consist of cuttings from trees and bushes, supported by timber piles typically spaced 1-2m 
apart. This porous spatial device is most often found in the perimeter of gardens, parks, forests, and farms. 
The materials used to assemble the dead hedge is a direct result of tree maintenance processes, collecting 
twigs and branches to make use of the leftovers. Dead hedges have existed as an inexpensive and informal 
form of land protection requiring little skill for thousands of years. Scholars suggests that it is the very first 
form of garden protection. In Norwegian context, the practice of laying dead hedges has been prevalent 
everywhere, with colloquial names for them: risgard, natgar, trasgali, ratutgar, garvonn, vondagar, stek og 
skat, pasgar, buskegard, risgal, fellegard, hafelle, kvistegard, lurvegard. 

Current gardening and maintenance practices that employ dead hedges as a way of utilising waste, improve 
the biodiversity of the area immensely. Approximately 40% of wildlife, from the hoverfly to the mighty owl, 
depend on deadwood matter for creating habitats. Furthermore, 2000 invertebrate species are saproxylic, 
which means reliant on decaying wood for their life cycle. This attracts woodland birds, hedgehogs and bats, 
thus increasing the biodiversity of the area. Deadwood is a paradise habitat for lichen and fungi, such as the 
candlesnuff fungus. Soon after the hedge is layed, the process of life and death starts to unfold as critters 
move into the gaps and eggs start to hatch. Therefore, establishing dead hedges as an intrinsic part of a 
publicly accessible space will have great benefits to local ecology. The protected species can function as 
agents of resistance, protecting sites as places that cannot be discarded in political action. 

How can dead hedges become a catalyst for being together in the city? Introduction

Dead Hedges
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Loallmenningen

‘Allmenning’ is the Norwegian word for ‘commons’. Commons can be described as collective and local 
ownership of land, resources, or ideas that are held in common, often in opposition to private property 
rights. In Norway, Lov om Bygdeallmenninger, describes official rights for forestry and agricultural 
commons. There are no equivalent laws in urban areas where private property laws are most 
prevalent. Therefore, urban commons must be viewed as being under development where practice, 
laws, and discourse is formed over time. I would argue that urban commons are spaces that suggest 
a community of humans and other-than-humans that actively utilise and upkeep what they hold in 
common. The test site for this thesis, Loallmenningen, is an example of such a commons.

Loallmenningen consists of three parts: A large opening to the tunnel going under the site, Losæter 
park, and an area to the north currently housing workers for the development of adjacent buildings. 
Losæter is a public park commissioned and produced by Bjørvika Utvikling in collaboration with the 
international art collective, Futurefarmers. There are several collectives organising activities in the 
public ’baking house’ as well as the cultivated land surrounding. Losæter is this leftover space in the 
city which has managed to carve out another way of being together through creative collaboration and 
revitalising the soil. The northern area, called D5 in planning documents, is planned to become a 
residential and commercial building. However, the municipal plan for squares and meeting places from 
2009 claims that Loallmenningen should be an area of non-organised recreation. In 2023, Oslo 
Municipality retrieved responsibility for this land. Now is the ideal time to reconsider the development 
of the commons. HEDGEHUGS proposes an alternative plan of D5, intending to continue a public 
practice of care, maintenance and making.

Systems of Excess

Waste does not exist in nature. Everything that grows will eventually decay so new life can thrive. The 
thesis intervenes into two main existing waste streams in Oslo: tree cuttings from maintenance work, 
and used formwork from building sites adjacent to Loallmenningen. 

Current stakeholders important for the former is Oslokompost, Grønmo recycling station, and Oslo 
Municipality’s maintenance of trees in public space. Instead of all the waste being composted or turned 
into composite materials, twigs are transported to Loallmenningen for use in the formation of public 
spaces.

The latter consists of housing, commercial, and residential developments, whereby used formwork is 
redistributed hyper-locally to Loallmenningen. The formwork can be cut, shaped, and attached with dry 
joints to take on the form of a simple timber pile or a 5m tall column. These building materials become 
the ingredients for re-interpreted dead hedge structures.

This requires a collective act of building, filling, and maintaining, organised by Oslo Municipality in 
collaboration with the public programme of Losæter farm. Therefore, the architecture of the proposal is 
minimally controlled in order to allow experimentation over time. 

Dead Hedge Experiments

To explore ways of expanding the typology of the dead hedge, a collection of ‘dead elements’ are 
developed: dead column, dead roof, dead wall, dead floor, wide dead hedge, dead enclosure, dead 
passage, dead retaining wall, and the dead shelter. These elements take architectural archetypes and 
invisions them with the materials of scrap timber and excess cuttings. They should be viewed as an 
incomplete pattern book of architectural catalyst for being together, which can be incorporated into 
public spaces. A selection of these are incorporated into the design proposal.

Loallmenningen is surrounded by parks, public dwelling spaces, medieval ruins, and an urban farm. 
Can an alley, a square, a monastic garden, and a ‘grendehus’ be dead hedges? Alleys and squares 
frame spaces to dwell and space to move through. Translating these with the language of the dead 
hedge reveals the potential of less ordered publics that change over time through accumulation and 
decay. The monastic garden and the ‘grendehus’, or ’common house’, are more enclosed spaces for 
gathering. Dead hedges provide more porous enclosures that filter light and encourage multi-species 
interaction. 

The dead hedge experiments revealed the endless potentials for architectures of excess. Combined 
thoughtfully, they can become catalysts for urban publics to emerge among humans and other-than-
humans.

HEDGEHUGS

In an area of rapid development, I think it is important to make spaces for being together that thrives at 
a slower pace. The intention of the design is to continue a public practice of care, maintenance 
and making. It is a direct alternative to the current development plan and site boundary, continuing 
Loallmenningen as a non-commercial public space. Seating, cover, drinking water, toilets, 
urprogrammed surfaces, a shared shelter, and permeable ground surfaces provide essential functions 
for being together. This is made into structures informed by the architecture of the dead hedge. The 
architect’s role in this project is to be a mediator between Losæter and the municipality, between 
humans and other than humans, embracing uncertainty along the way.

Six acts are suggested: ’Mining the site’ uses the asphalt to create walkways and a retaining wall. 
’Material bank’ marks a space used for land cultivation, material storage, and redistribution. ’Shared 
shelter’ uses excess timber to frame an open, covered space for building and public events organised 
by Losæter farm. ’Making a garden’ carves out a non-human space. ’A place to sit’ frames a space to 
be together at the northern part of the site. ’The Service wall’ connects drinking water and public toilets 
to a gabion wall. As natural succession flourishes, and informal additions are made on site, so does 
this public space of being together.
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The typology is usually built 
collectively and inexpen-

sively in more rural 
settings, with a variety 

of formal expressions 
The design includes 

a large open 
space, and an 

elevated stage 
space. Walls 

are filled with 
cuttings.    

The most public typology of my investigations 
is the square. Stortorget in Kalmar was used as 
a reference point to think about a framed open 
space, with a variety of textures horizontally. 
The floor functions as patchwork of materials 

grendehus
square

that invite different 
  inhabitation and    
      movement. 

An informal typology of excess and spatial framing is the dead hedge. Disguised as a mound 
of waste, dead hedges are composed of woody prunings framed by timber piles, and are most 
commonly found in private gardens and on the perimeter in areas where forestry is practised. The 
german Benjes brothers described and promoted the practice of laying dead hedges 1986, which 
is why they are also referred to as Benjes hedges.

Dead hedges consist of cuttings from deciduous trees and bushes, layered according to size. They 
are kept in place by timber stakes placed approximately 1-2m between each other, and 
0.5 - 1.5m wide. It is recommended to place it over well drained soil, only native plants, and untre-
ated timber. Climbing plants, shrubs, flowers, and ground cover can be planted in the soil below. 
Soon after the hedge is layed, the process of life and death unfolds as critters move into the gaps 
and eggs start to hatch.

There are over 1.5 million trees in Oslo Municipality, ma-
king up 28.8% of Oslo’s building zone surface. Some are 
owned by the state, more are municipally owned, and 
most are privately owned. The maintenence practices 
of these would provide an enormous amount of organic 
waste that can serve other purposes in a new infrastru-
cture of excess.Tree cuttings from municipal and private 
maintenance is redistributed to envision a building sys-
tem benefitting local ecology and collaborative practices. 

The alley is an 
ordered typology 
of framing a linear 
space. I wanted 
to envision what a 
similar space could 
be with vertical timber 
elements and infill of 
cuttings. A ’super co-
lumn’ is proposed with 
four columns encasing 
layers of twigs 
and branches, 

A covered space meets a retaining wall made 
from gabion cages filled with asphalt from the 
site in the northern corner. 

After exploring structures and spaces inspired by the dead hedge, I wanted to test how these could be 
applied in Oslo. My intention is to establish a public space of care, maintenance and making.
The site has developed rapidly over time. From industrial prevalence, expansion of the harbour, de-
velopment of motorways, establishing a tunnell, building a residential neighbourhood, becoming planted, 
founding Losæter park in 2011, and most recently, becoming parking and dwelling for builders. Loallmen-
ningen is one of the seven ’official’ commons defined by Bjørvika Utvikling. 

The thesis claims that the site must continue its role as an urban commons supporting important ecosys-
tems and community functions in the area. I want to create a permanent stitch in the tapestry of urban 
exceptions, manifesting a move toward collective benefit over commercial gain in the area, as well as a 
reconfiguration of human and other-than-human relations.

A medieval ruin, a human-made lake, a motorway, an asphalt-filled retaining wall, public toilets, a non-human 
garden, a shared shelter, an unprogrammed space, material storage, and hugelhultur coexists. A shared space of gathering, cultivating, maintaining, and making is proposed, which can 

be enjoyed by the city’s population (no matter how many legs they have).

The shelter explores an interior 
timber structure wrapped in 
cuttings. Inspired by the 
’grendehus’, it uses inexpen-
sive, leftover formwork to form 
a space to gather and make. A 
more essensial version of the 
dead shelter is incorporated 
into the proposal as a space 
supporting the making of the 
site, as well as the public 
programme in Losæter.

Scaling up the timber piles from the tra-
ditional dead hedge, dead columns form 
a linear space for moving through and 
gathering under cover. 

A space only accessible by 
other-than-humans is given 

A recent article from NRK revealed over 
44000 human interventions into the Norwe-
gian landscape. This extraction of resources 
and habitat has had detrimental impacts for 
countless ecosystems and species. This is 
also the case for dense urban contexts such 
as Oslo. We must carve out space within 
operative frameworks to move toward regene-
rative, equitable, re-use practices that value 
human and non-human coexistence.

The monastic garden functions as an 
enclosed, open, and semi-covered space 
of gathering. I am interested in the idea 
of a protected space to explore different 
types of agencies between human and 
non-human, and how access can 
change over time. 

Within developments of the urban realm, 
non-humans find their way to stay with the 
trouble, adapt, and thrive. Pockets wedged 
within gaps and corners of the city become 
havens for biodiversity. Brownfield sites, 
fallow pockets and roadsize growth are some 
of the most ecologically beneficial spaces 
in cities, but are threatened from over-main-
tenance and exploitative development.

However, there are still many communiti-
es and spaces designated for human and 
non-human coexistence, whereby human 
interventions are made specifically to care 
for land and its inhabitants. For example 
nature reserves, botanical gardens and urban 
farmscapes. Bethnal Green Nature Reserve is 
a rare example where community action and 
habitat are equally valued, which develops 
crucial ecological consciousness and togeth-
erness. This is the way forward I believe.

Resource extraction, maintenance practices, 
and new build development produces a 
material landscape of linear excess. Surplus 
materials from processes of building and 
maintaining should be considered anew. 
My approach to this investigation is to 
work within existing structures of excess, 
uncovering loop-holes and opportunities of 
how to rethink applications within a material 
stream, rather than inventing a new structure 
for ‘improved’ material use, which requires 
excessive time, knowledge, and money. 

Formwork from the planned developments 
adjacent to Loallmenningen is stored and reused 
as a building material supporting the infill. This 
repurposed stream experiments with the practice 
of turning timber boards into long-spanning beams 
and columns, which can become the load bearing 
structure for the architecture of the site. Therefore, 
the site sequentially takes on the role of a material 
bank for excess cuttings and scrap timber. 

To understand current possibilities of building with bio-ba-
sed materials, a selection of built and un-built projects are 
re-drawn in detail. The ’wall’ is specifically examined, with 
various applications in different layers of the elements. This 
study unveiled three main approaches: wrapping, compres-
sing, and filling. Model studies were developed from this 
which explored a material manifesto of cuttings, timber, and 
soil could be composed. Common to them all is a process 
of ’layering’, which corresponds to a human process of 
intervention. 

It is debated whether dry stone walls or dead hedges were the first form of phy-
sical land protection, but they have existed for thousands of years. In Norwe-
gian context kvistgjerder are often found framing rural farms, with informal varia-
tion of design. At times even incorporated into a load bearing timber structure, 
such as in Lista. The hedges were practical tools of depositing trimmings from 
maintenence which could also protect (from) animals. Dead hedges are the 
antithesis to decorative hedges in both historic and contemporary gardening. 
They are not quite hedgerows; not quite compost piles; not quite land art. And 
that’s the beauty of them. They are at the margins of landscape hegemony in 
their brown fecundity. 

NARRATIVE DRAWING GUIDE
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alley

support corner

loallmenningen

toward the hill
toward the fjord

an 
alternative 
proposal

dead elements

monastic garden

re-purposed formwork bio-based construction

the dead hedge vernacular history

non-human agency making habitat landscape of excess

sometimes interconnected. This 
space can serve as a public en-
trance, or support a covered space 
within that uses the columns as a 
load bearing structure. dead shelter

alley corner

enclosure

My intentions for the  future of Loallmenningen is to 
propose an alternative plan to the current development 
plan. Loallmenningen is extended as a non-commer-
cial space of being together and continue a a practice 
of care, maintenance, and making. This is proposed 

Typical elements are reconfigured 
through the logic of the dead hed-
ge. They are intended as catalysts 
that can be placed in public space.

space to 
grow, decay, 
and flourish.

through six acts: ’Mining the site’ uses the asphalt to creat walkways and a retaining 
wall. Making a garden carves out a non-human space. ’A place to sit’ frames a space to 
be together at the northern part of the site. ’Material bank’ marks a space used for land 
cultivation, material storage, and redistribution. ’Service wall’ connects drinking water 
and public toilets to a gabion wall. ’Shared shelter’ uses excess timber to frame an open, 
covered space for building and public events organised by Losæter farm.

Narrative Drawing Drawing Guide
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DEAD HEDGES
Disguised as a mound of waste, dead hedges are 
composed of woody prunings framed by timber piles, 
and are most commonly found in private gardens 
and on the perimeter in areas where forestry is 
practised. 

The german Benjes brothers described and 
promoted the practice of laying dead hedges 1986, 
which is why they are also referred to as Benjes 
hedges.

Dead hedges consists of cuttings from trees and 
bushes, layered according to size. They are kept in 
place by timber stakes placed approximately 1-2m 
between each other. Soon after the hedge is layed, 
the process of life and death to unfold as critters 
move into the gaps and eggs start to hatch.

Dead hedges are the antithesis to decorative hedges 
in both historic and contemporary gardening. They 
are not quite hedgerows; not quite compost piles; 
not quite land art. And that’s the beauty of them. 
They are at the margins of landscape hegemony in 
their brown fecundity.

Exploring dead hedges as a tool and 
metaphor, how can we facilitate human 
and other-than-human coexistence, 
challenge aesthetics of the built 
environment, and suggest use?
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Branches

Timber stakes

Leaves

Twigs

Components
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Assembly
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Variations and Locations of Dead Hedges

Private Garden

Park

Forest

House

Farm

City
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”The garden is probably one of the oldest cultural forms [...]. A barrier 
of thorny branches was presumably the most common type at first [...].” 
”Man began to plant and sow in rows and this led naturally to a square or 
rectangular enclosure [...]”

The Origins of Garden, Carl Theodor Sørensen
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History of Hedgerows in the UK: Acts of power, acts of care

`Assart hedges`

Official bills of enclosure in 
England 1603, 1801

Hedgerow enclosure
Newly planted hedges
Loss of common grazing
Privatised
Mixed species

Machanical trimming

`Infield outfield`

Large scale hedgerow 
removal
After WW2

Hedgerow opposition
Citizens removing enclosures
Democtatise land

Protected status
Efforts to plant new 
hedgerows and maintain 
existing

Iron and Bronze Age

Enclosure Acts

12th Century

New Management

Dead Hedges have existed alongside this history in the mar-
gins, and do not have the same connotations of power; rather, 
maintenance and care.

Saxon and Roman Era

Modern Removal

Revolt

Today
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17

Gjerder
Før og nå
Magnus Sandberg, 1997

Dead hedges were prevalent in 
all of Norway up until the 1920s.

Both deciduous and evergreen 
matter were used as infill for 
laying dead hedges.

When land division acts were 
implemented in Norway in 
the mid 1800s, dead hedges 
became a popular way of 
marking land in rural contexts 
alongside dirt roads. 

In the early 1900s, dead hedges 
were not regarded as a ’proper’ 
practice. However, they required 
a lot of manual labour, but no 
money.

A large variety of local 
variations of the dead hedge 
have been documented, with 
corresponding names.

Risgard

Ratgar

Trasgali

Ratutgar

Garvonn

Vondagar

Stek og skat

Pasgar

Buskegard

Risgal

Fellegard

Hafelle

Kvistegard 

Lurvegard

Norwegian Context: Widespread Use and Local Variations
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Invertebrates

Fungi and lichen

Amphibians

Woodland birds

Small mammals

Urban Ecology

Within developments of the urban realm, oth-
er-than-humans find their way to adapt, and thrive. 
Pockets wedged within gaps and corners of the city 
become havens for biodiversity, but are threatened 
from overt maintenance and exploitative development.

Facilitating a space of pause in a rapidly developing 
urban realm can benefit human togetherness, ecologi-
cal processes, and re-use.

Dead hedges have immense ecological benefits, provi-
ding habitat for invertabrates, amphibians, small mam-
mals, birds a, fungi and lichen that feast of the dead 
wood.
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1:1 Dead Process Hedge
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EXPERIMENTS
I wanted to expand on the dead hedge typology and 
test other ways of using these materials. Influenced 
by several case studies that use waste materials to 
build, I discovered three main principles: Wrapping, 
compressing and stacking.

With this in mind, I explored a series of archetypes 
informed by the logic of the dead hedge. These are 
imagined as a series of catalysts that can be placed 
in public areas. These catalysts are ingredients that 
can be used as initial architectures where humans 
and other-than-humans can dwell.

Can dead hedges be an alley, a monastic garden, a 
square, and a grendehus? Here, the principles of the 
dead hedges are expanded upon to test the typology 
spatially.

The alley is an ordered typology of framing a linear 
space. I wanted to envision what a similar space 
could be with dead columns.

The monastic garden functions as a protected, semi-
covered space of gathering. I was interested in a 
space that feels more intimate despite being open.

The most public typology of these explorations is the 
square. Timber pathways support a patchwork of 
excess materials that encourage a variety of use and 
movement. 

The grendehus is an interior typology usually built 
collectively and inexpensively in more rural settings. 
The design includes a large open space and an 
elevated stage space supported by timber columns 
and beams, with cuttings all the way around.

The dead hedge experiments revealed 
the endless potentials for architectures of 
excess. 
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Study Model: Stacking Study Model: Wrapping

MATERIAL EXPERIMENTS
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Study Model: Compressing Study Model: Collage
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Dead EnclosureCase Studies Using Bio-Based Materials Redrawn

CATALYSTS
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Dead FloorDead Wide Hedge
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Dead WallDead Roof
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Dead Retaining WallDead Column
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Dead ShelterDead Passage
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Study Model: The Alley

SPATIAL EXPERIMENTS
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Study Model: The Monastic Garden
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Study Model: The Square
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Study Model: The Grendehus
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SYSTEMS OF EXCESS
The thesis explores potentials to access the city’s 
surplus resources. Waste streams are reconsidered 
as a common good beyond utilitarian use within strict 
regulatory frameworks. The intention is to design 
structures that piggy-back on existing infrastructures 
of excess, and seeks to democratise the city’s 
resources into a continuation of the commons at 
Loallmenningen.

Two material streams are the building materials for 
these structures: Tree cuttings from maintenance 
work and reused formwork from building sites close 
to the project area. Current stakeholders important 
for the infill are Oslokompost, Grønmo recycling 
station, and Oslo Municipality’s maintenance of 
trees in public space. Instead of all the waste being 
composted or turned into composite materials, I 
propose that the cuttings are collect infill materials 
for making public spaces.

What if dead hedges they became the 
protagonist for a new material strategy 
of the built environment? What if they 
became a catalyst for a new common 
urbanity?
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Infill: Oslokompost and Grønmo
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Tree Cover in Oslo
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Tree Maintenance
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Support: Scrap Formwork from Adjecent Developments
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Projects in Development: Hyper-Local Material Source
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THE SITE
The site ’Loallmenningen’ has developed rapidly 
over time, from industry, expansion of the harbour, 
development of motorways, establishing a tunnel, 
developing a residential neighbourhood adjacent, 
becoming planted, founding Losæter park in 2011, 
and most recently the northern part becoming 
parking and dwelling supporting development.

Losæter is part of Bjørvika Utvikling public art 
program, and it is commissioned and produced 
by Bjørvika Utvikling in collaboration with the 
international art collective, Futurefarmers. There 
are several organisations and collectives running 
activities in the public ’baking house’ as well as the 
productive land surrounding.

The eastern part of Oslo close to the city centre 
has developed rapidly the past 20 years through  
harbourside expansion, large infrastructural 
interventions, and housing developments still being 
built. This has resulted in these urban exceptions, 
that developers have been hungry to get their 
claws on. These are leftover spaces that have large 
ecological and community value. However, these 
spaces have resisted through community action and 
negotiation with the municipality. 

A space that is especially important because 
of its ecological and public role in the city is 
Loallmenningen. This site is particularly fascinating 
because it is defined as a commons, or ’allmenning’ 
in Norwegian. I view urban commons as spaces that 
suggest a community of humans and other-than-
humans that actively utilise and upkeep what they 
hold in common. My intentions for the site is to 

propose an alternative plan to the 
current development plan, continuing 
Loallmenningen as a non-commercial 
space of being together. Also, continuing 
a practice of care, maintenance, and 
making that is already present in Losæter. 
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50m

Festningsallmenningen

Kongsbakkenallmenningen

Akerselvaallmenningen

Sørengaallmenningen

Operaallmenningen

Stasjonsallmenningen

Loallmenningen

Oslo Harbour Commons

Harbourside Commons Defined by Bjørvika Development
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Spaces of Resistance

50m

Loallmenningen

Ekebergveien 2

Lobroa

Dyvekes Bro

St. Halvards gate 27

Urban Exceptions
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Existing Site Plan
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Planned Development

Losæter Farm: Park

Commercial and Residential

Land ownership

Reduced building area over time
(2004-2024)

Bane Nor Eiendom AS

Tension in two plans: public or private?

Statens Vegvesen
D5 Lohavn AS
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Losæter Farm
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Existing Site Section Toward the Fjord
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Existing Site Section Toward the Hill
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41
Infrastructural Work
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Sketch of Current Site Conditions Found Objects on Site
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Intention Collage

Early Intention Collage
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HEDGEHUGS
In an area of rapid development, it is important to 
make spaces for being together that thrives at a 
slower pace. The proposal is a direct alternative to 
the current development plan and site boundary, 
continuing Loallmenningen as a non-commercial 
public space. Seating, cover, drinking water, toilets, 
urprogrammed surfaces, a shared shelter, and 
permeable ground provide essential functions for 
being together. This is made into structures informed 
by the architecture of the dead hedge. The 
architect’s role in this project is to be a mediator 
between Losæter and the municipality, between 
humans and other than humans, embracing 
uncertainty along the way.

Six acts are suggested: ’Mining the site’ uses the 
asphalt to create walkways and a retaining wall. 
’Material bank’ marks a space used for land 
cultivation, material storage, and redistribution.  
'Making a garden' carves out a non-human space. ’A 
place to sit’ frames a space to be together at the 
northern part of the site. ’Service wall’ connects 
drinking water and public toilets to a gabion wall. . 
As natural succession lourishes, and additions are 
made on site by the dwellers, Losæter, and the 
municipality, so does this space of being together.

The intention of the design is to continue 
a public practice of care, maintenance and 
making. 
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Site Plan
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HEDGEHUGS
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Six Acts

MINING THE SITE
MATERIAL BANK
MAKING A GARDEN
SHARED SHELTER
A PLACE TO SIT 
THE SERVICE WALL
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Act 0: Conditions
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Mining the Site
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Material Bank
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Making a Garden



51
Shared Shelter
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A Place to Sit
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Service Wall
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Atmosphere Diptych

Non-Human SpacePublic Square
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     HEDGEHUGS
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Section A
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Section B
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HEDGEHUGS Ripple Effects
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